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Abstract
Romantic relationships are a cornerstone of human nature. 
Today, these relationships can potentially be fulfilled by 
virtual agents. Although previous psychological research 
has examined how human needs can be met by anthro-
pomorphized agents, it has neglected virtual romantic re-
lationships. This paper introduces the concept of romantic 
anthropomorphism (i.e. giving a non- human agent human- like 
characteristics in a romantic context) to help understand 
virtual romance. In three laboratory studies, we used ro-
mantic video games (RVGs) to examine how romantic an-
thropomorphism predicts relationship authenticity, desire 
for real- world relationship and mood (Studies 1A, 1B and 
2) as well as real- world interpersonal behaviour (Study 2). 
Study 1A revealed that romantic anthropomorphism of a 
virtual agent predicted desire for a real- world relationship 
with the virtual agent and greater positive affect via feeling 
that the relationship built with the virtual agent was authen-
tic. Study 1B replicated these results using a larger sample 
and a different RVG. Study 2 replicated these results, but 
revealed that playing RVGs failed to predict real- world be-
haviour in a subsequent interaction with a human confeder-
ate. This research identifies a unique way that people find 
connection in the modern world and provides novel insight 
into the fields of anthropomorphism, virtual interactions 
and relationship science.
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INTRODUCTION

Virtual agents play an increasingly central role in our modern world. From offices, to call centres, to our 
living rooms (e.g. Alexa, Cortana, Siri), virtual agents are increasingly common. To date, virtual agents 
have been primarily developed to replace human labour; however, as these agents increase in com-
plexity, they are moving into other, more social domains (for a review, see Koike & Loughnan, 2021). 
Our romantic lives reflect one such important social domain witnessing the growing involvement of 
virtual agents. The need to love and to be loved is an enduring, universal aspect of human psychology 
(Baumeister & Leary, 1995). For most of our history, fulfilling this need required another person— 
someone to love and to love back. Today, a virtual agent can potentially fulfil this need.

Romantic video games (RVGs) provide millions of people with the opportunity to pursue, nurture 
and enjoy a romantic relationship with a virtual agent. These games contain virtual characters who are 
increasingly interactive and responsive, simulating some core characteristics of romantic relationships. 
They also play an increasingly important role in peoples' psychological lives. For example, LovePlus, a 
male- oriented romantic video game, proved so successful that numerous men reported falling in love 
with their virtual girlfriends (Mainichi, 2010; Sankei, 2010), even to the point of preferring them to real 
women (Rani, 2013). The RVG market is growing rapidly; for example, female- oriented Chinese RVGs 
are estimated to have earned approximately $8 billion in 2020 (Xu, 2019). The popularity of RVGs is 
also growing in anglophone countries (e.g. United States, United Kingdom) and within continental 
Europe, with around 50- million players worldwide (Marsh & Ogura, 2017). Finally, virtual romances 
are an increasingly common element of top- selling video games (e.g. The Witcher 3, Mass Effect). In short, 
romances with virtual agents are popular and are experiencing rapid growth.

Despite this critical change in how people may interact romantically, researchers have yet to system-
atically investigate virtual romances. As virtual agents become increasingly complex and interactive, we 
may come to view them as essentially like other humans (anthropomorphism). If so, then our relation-
ships with these virtual agents might feel real and authentic, leading to positive emotions and a desire 
to continue the relationship. In three laboratory studies, we explore how anthropomorphism— seeing a 
virtual agent as human- like— may help explain virtual romance, and whether virtual romance is linked 
to players' perceptions of their virtual relationships, mood and subsequent real- world behaviour.

Anthropomorphism and relationships

Psychologists have long recognized that meaningful interactions with others, and the sense of social 
connection that this interaction creates, is a fundamental human need (Baumeister & Leary, 1995; 
Maslow, 1968). However, we can have meaningful social interactions without another person. To 
achieve this, people often render an inanimate object ‘human- like’ to help meet their social needs. The 
tendency to imbue non- human entities with human- like characteristics is called anthropomorphism (Epley 
et al., 2007; Soanes & Stevenson, 2005). In a theoretical account of this process, Epley and colleagues 
(Epley, 2018; Epley et al., 2007) proposed the SEEK model to explain when and why people are likely 
to anthropomorphize. The model presents three factors: Effectance motivation, the motivation to explain 
and understand the behaviour of other agents; Elicited agent Knowledge, the accessibility and applicability 
of anthropocentric knowledge; and most relevant for the current work, Sociality motivation, the desire for 
social contact and affiliation.

The role of sociality motivation in determining when people anthropomorphise has been robustly 
examined in recent years. Feeling a lack of social connection leads people to anthropomorphize non- 
human agents more (Eyssel & Reich, 2013; Im Shin & Kim, 2018) and chronically lonely individuals 
are more likely to anthropomorphize (Epley et al., 2008; Koike et al., 2020). Loneliness, however, is 
not the only social motivator of anthropomorphism. Similar effects emerge among people with unsta-
ble social connections and insecure attachment orientations (Timpano & Shaw, 2013). For example, 
women with high attachment avoidance or high attachment anxiety— the degree to which individuals 
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are uncomfortable with intimacy and the degree to which individuals worry about their close relation-
ships, respectively (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2016)— tend to anthropomorphize objects more than less 
avoidantly or anxiously attached women (Neave et al., 2016). This prior work has focused on the factors, 
which lead people to anthropomorphize, such as sociality motivations, and neglected the potential role 
of anthropomorphism in helping us form relationships (see Koike & Loughnan, 2021). We propose that 
once anthropomorphism begins, it may help us build a deeper relationship with non- human entities (see 
also Kwok et al., 2018).

To date, all prior social psychological work on anthropomorphism has examined platonic relation-
ships. While platonic social ties are undoubtedly important, romantic relationships have been identified 
as a particularly strong determinant of well- being (Dush & Amato, 2005; Selcuk et al., 2016), and both 
mental and physical health (for reviews, see Slatcher & Selcuk, 2017; Uchino, 2006). Additionally, indi-
viduals in satisfying romantic relationships have a higher level of subjective well- being than individuals 
in unhappy relationships (Gere & Schimmack, 2013). Although research has demonstrated that anthro-
pomorphism can facilitate empathy, responsiveness and liking in interactions with virtual agents and 
robots (e.g. Birnbaum et al., 2016; Nowak & Rauh, 2005; Riek et al., 2009; Salem et al., 2013), no studies 
to date have focused on romantic relationships with anthropomorphized non- human entities.

If anthropomorphism is attractive to people who lack platonic connections (Epley et al., 2007) and 
helps alleviate loneliness (e.g. Jakobek, 2019), might it also help us understand romantic experiences with 
a virtual agent? Preliminary evidence supports this general idea; Koike et al. (2020) found that RVGs 
were particularly attractive to lonely individuals. Understanding romantic relationship experiences with 
non- human entities likely requires investigating a domain- specific experience of anthropomorphism. 
We, therefore, argue that romantic anthropomorphism— the act of giving a non- human agent human- like 
characteristics in a romantic context— should play an important role in virtual romances and their out-
comes (e.g. associations with higher positive and lower negative mood).

When considering romantic anthropomorphism, it is important to distinguish between two types 
of potential relationship experiences. The first involves fostering a genuine and intimate romantic con-
nection with the virtual agent (e.g. I feel this agent cares for me), which we call relationship authenticity. 
The second involves an imaginary ‘if/then’ type relationship (e.g. If this agent were real, then I would 
want to be in a relationship with them), which refers to the desire to have a real- world relationship with 
the virtual agent. People could potentially experience either or both relationships with a virtual agent, 
and both relationship experiences may be facilitated by greater romantic anthropomorphism. However, 
given that the feeling of relationship authenticity more accurately captures the idea that the player is 
actually in a relationship with the virtual agent, and perceiving authenticity in real- life romantic partners 
contributes to relationship quality (Wickham, 2013), we propose that it should be an antecedent for the 
feeling of desire for imaginary relationships (desire for real- world relationship), as players are likely to 
desire a ‘real’ relationship with a virtual agent because their virtual romance felt authentic.

R ESEA RCH OV ERV IEW A ND H Y POTHESES

In this paper, we conducted three laboratory studies examining romantic anthropomorphism in 
virtual relationships. Across our studies, we recruited only heterosexual female participants, as we 
chose female- oriented RVGs. Study 1 used an exploratory- confirmatory approach where we tested 
our hypotheses in one sample and then sought to replicate the findings in a different sample. In Study 
1A, participants played an Asian- style RVG in English. In Study 1B, we employed a Western- style 
RVG with a larger sample. In Study 2, we examined whether romantic anthropomorphism could 
also predict behaviour in a subsequent interaction with a male confederate. Based on previous find-
ings from the anthropomorphism and romantic relationships literatures (e.g. Birnbaum et al., 2016; 
Epley et al., 2008; Koike et al., 2020; Nowak & Rauh, 2005; Selcuk et al., 2016; Wickham, 2013), in 
all three studies we hypothesized that after playing an RVG greater romantic anthropomorphism 
would predict stronger relationship authenticity which, in turn, would predict greater desire for a 
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real- world relationship with the virtual agent, as well as higher positive and lower negative mood 
(Hypothesis 1). In Study 2, we further hypothesized that greater anthropomorphism would predict 
stronger relationship authenticity, which would then be associated with more flirtatious behaviour 
towards a male confederate via greater desire for real- world relationship with a virtual agent and 
higher positive mood (Hypothesis 2).

STUDY 1 A/1B

Study 1 sought to provide preliminary evidence that romantic anthropomorphism plays a critical role 
in virtual relationship experiences. We tested the associations between our variables of interest in two 
separate samples: Study 1A was an exploratory study and Study 1B was a confirmatory study. Data col-
lection was based on time constraints on the project. In Study 1A, we were able to recruit 61 participants 
in the time allotted for data collection, achieving statistical power of 0.53 for our mediation models. In 
Study 1B, we collected 104 participants, achieving statistical power of 0.83 for our models (Schoemann 
et al., 2017).

METHOD

Participants

Study 1A (exploratory sample)

Sixty- one heterosexual women aged 19– 39 years old (M = 24.46, SD = 4.70) were recruited. Participants 
identified as Asian (N = 42) or Caucasian (N = 19). Twenty- three participants were in a relationship 
and all others were single. All participants were native or proficient English speakers with no prior 
experience playing the RVG (i.e. Castaway). We recruited unpaid volunteers and university students who 
participated in return for course credit.

Study 1B (confirmatory sample)

One hundred and four heterosexual women aged 18– 36 years old (M = 20.94, SD = 4.40) were recruited. 
Participants identified as Asian (N = 21) or Caucasian (N = 83). Thirty- nine participants were in a re-
lationship and all others were single. All participants were native or proficient English speakers with 
no prior experience playing the RVG (i.e. Choices: Stories You Play). We recruited unpaid volunteers and 
university students who participated in return for course credit.

Procedure

In each study, participants first completed a basic demographic questionnaire and a pre- gameplay meas-
ure of positive affect (PA) and negative affect (NA). Next, they read a description of the RVG (Study 
1A: Castaway; Study 1B: Choices: Stories You Play) before downloading it onto their smartphones and com-
pleting the first two episodes (~35 minutes). Following gameplay in the lab, participants completed the 
PA and NA measures again, as well as measures of anthropomorphism of the romantic interest virtual 
agent (Study 1A: Clyde; Study 1B: Chris), relationship authenticity and desire for a real- world relation-
ship with the virtual agent.
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Measures

The full study materials are available at (https://bit.ly/3L4Bs4j).1 Study 1A/B used an exploratory- 
confirmatory approach where we tested our hypotheses in one sample and then sought to replicate the 
findings in a different sample. Although the RVG we used differed between Study 1A and Study 1B, the 
self- report questionnaires were identical in both samples except for the virtual agents' name (Clyde in 
Castaway, Chris in Choices: Stories You Play).

Romantic anthropomorphism

The extent to which participants imbued the virtual agent with human characteristics was assessed by 18 
items (e.g. ‘Clyde/Chris is capable of conveying thoughts or feelings to others,’ ‘Clyde/Chris is capable 
of understanding how others are feeling’) rated on a 7- point scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree). 
These items were adapted from prior work (Gray et al., 2007).

Relationship authenticity

This 6- item scale measured how much participants felt their romantic relationship with the virtual agent 
felt ‘real’ and intimate (e.g. ‘I feel that Clyde/Chris and I were connected in the game’, ‘I feel Clyde/Chris 
cared for me in the game’), on a 7- point scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree).

Desire for a real- world relationship with the virtual agent

Romantic relationships between people and virtual agents are different than those among people in 
at least one critical respect: Virtual agents do not physically exist in the world. We created a scale to 
measure participants' desire to have a real- world relationship with the virtual agent. The scale measures 
desire to be in a relationship with a virtual agent ‘if they were real’. Six items (e.g. ‘If Clyde/Chris was 
a real person, I would ask him out’, ‘If Clyde/Chris was a real person, he would make me a very happy 
girlfriend’) were rated on a 7- point scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree).

Positive and negative affect

Participants completed a measure of PA and NA before and after gameplay. Eight items measured PA 
(i.e. enthusiastic, interested, excited, inspired, happy, content, secure, hopeful) and eight items meas-
ured NA (i.e. upset, distressed, anxious, irritable, hostile, lonely, stressed, sad) rated on a 5- point scale 
(1 = very slightly or not at all, 5 = extremely). In analyses, we calculated pre– post difference scores for PA 
and NA by subtracting pre- gameplay scores from post- gameplay scores.

RVG for study 1A: Castaway

Castaway is an English- language RVG developed by Voltage, a popular Japanese gaming app company. 
In the game, participants select a romantic interest and then interact with them via making a series of 
choices in the game. The game opens with the following premise:

 1In Study 1A specifically, we had some additional measures that were included as part of the first author's PhD thesis but were not of primary 
interest to the present research. At the request of an associate editor, we ran auxiliary exploratory analyses testing if these additional measures 
were correlated with our primary variables of interest. The results may be viewed in our online supplementary materials (https://bit.
ly/3jYNZdA); these extra measures were uncorrelated with our primary variables of interest.
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We're stranded here, aren't we? You are a journalist hired onto a special cruise ship by 
a reclusive millionaire with unknown motivations. You think everything is going great, 
but when the weather takes a turn for the worse, your dream job becomes your worst 
nightmare! Now you're stranded on a tropical island with nothing but your wits and 5 sexy 
strangers. You're trying to focus on survival, but things start to get heated… are these 
feelings real or is the island sun getting to you?

We asked all participants to choose Clyde (a male virtual agent) as their romantic partner. Thus, across 
two episodes the protagonist (a female character in the game) flirts and interacts romantically— but not 
sexually— with Clyde.

RVG for study 1B: Choices: Stories you play

Choices: Stories You Play is an English- language RVG developed by Pixelberry, a popular American gam-
ing app company. The graphics and stories are designed with Western players in mind. The game opens 
with the following premise:

Welcome to Hartfeld University! You'll make friends for life, and maybe even find true 
love. YOU control what happens next!

We asked all participants to choose Chris (a male virtual agent) as a romantic target. Thus, across two 
episodes the female participants' protagonist (a female character in the game) flirts and interacts romanti-
cally and sexually with Chris.

R ESULTS A ND DISCUSSION

Descriptive statistics, reliability information and correlations among Study 1A and Study 1B variables 
are presented in Table 1. We tested our hypotheses using Model 4 of the PROCESS macro for SPSS 
(Hayes, 2018). In each study, we tested three models, one for each of our outcome variables of interest: 
desire for a real- world relationship with the virtual agent, change in PA and change in NA. In all analy-
ses, romantic anthropomorphism of the virtual agent (Study 1A: Clyde and Study 1B: Chris) was the 
predictor variable, and relationship authenticity was the mediator (see Figures 1 and 2). The data analytic 
strategy in Study 1B was identical to Study 1A.

As seen in Figure 1, Study 1A revealed that greater romantic anthropomorphism was linked to 
greater feelings of relationship authenticity with the virtual agent, which then predicted more desire for 
a relationship with the virtual agent in the real world and an increase in PA. Interestingly, romantic an-
thropomorphism and relationship authenticity did not predict change in NA, suggesting that the bonds 
established between participants and the virtual agent Clyde were specifically tied to PA. Study 1B fully 
replicated these associations (see Figure 2). This same pattern emerged despite using a different RVG 
and participant sample, suggesting that these findings generalize beyond a specific RVG and capture a 
broader process involved in the development of virtual romantic relationships. Although the sample in 
Study 1A was somewhat underpowered, the approach we used is in line with the idea of ‘exploring small, 
confirming big’ (Sakaluk, 2016). Additionally, the replication across studies bolsters our confidence in 
our findings. Taken together, Study 1A and 1B provide preliminary evidence that romantic anthropo-
morphism plays an important role in virtual relationships.
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STUDY 2

Study 1A and 1B revealed robust links between romantic anthropomorphism and a range of outcomes 
via relationship authenticity. Study 2 aimed to build on these findings in two distinct ways. First, we 
aimed to replicate the previous models with a sample of single women, rather than a blended sam-
ple of single and partnered women, given that the former group should be more motivated to seek a 

T A B L E  1  Study 1A/1B: Descriptive statistics, reliability information and correlations among study variables

Variable M (SD)

Correlations

α 1 2 3 4 5

Study 1A

1 Romantic anthropomorphism 5.00 (0.96) .94 — .42** .46** .03 −.18

2 Relationship authenticity 4.65 (1.26) .91 — .73** .28* −.05

3 Desire for real- world VA 
relationship

4.56 (1.27) .94 — .20 .03

4 Pre– post positive affect −0.26 (0.76) .92 — −.09

5 Pre– post negative affect −0.29 (0.54) .84 — 

Study 1B

1 Romantic anthropomorphism 4.86 (1.01) .93 — .53** .54** .07 −.17

2 Relationship authenticity 4.87 (1.33) .91 — .60** .27** −.08

3 Desire for real- world VA 
relationship

4.21 (1.47) .93 — .13 −.10

4 Pre– post positive affect −0.13 (0.62) .88 — −.01

5 Pre– post negative affect −0.36 (0.53) .83 — 

Note: N = 61 women (Study 1A), N = 104 women (Study 1B). VA = virtual agent. Continuous scores were calculated such that higher scores 
indicate greater standing on the variable (e.g. greater romantic anthropomorphism). For pre– post positive and negative affect, the α value 
represents the mean of the αs of the pre-  and post- gameplay measures.
*p < .05, **p < .01.

F I G U R E  1  Direct and indirect associations between romantic anthropomorphism and desire for a real- world 
relationship with the virtual agent, change in PA and change in NA via relationship authenticity in study 1A. **p < .0.1
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relationship with a new partner. We also examined in a new model whether the outcomes of a virtual 
romance (desire for a real- world relationship with the virtual agent and PA) influence real- world rela-
tionships. We know RVG play can make people want a real- world relationship (desire for a real- world 
relationship with the virtual agent) and feel good (PA). We examined whether these feelings in turn 
predicted how they interacted with real potential partners. In Study 2, we were able to recruit 78 par-
ticipants in the time allotted for data collection, achieving statistical power of 0.67 for our mediation 
models (Schoemann et al., 2017).

Participants

Initially, we recruited 87 participants, but we removed nine participants from analyses due to incom-
plete questionnaires (N = 5) or having met the male confederate beforehand (N = 4). Thus, 78 single 
heterosexual women aged 18– 33 years old (M = 22.64, SD = 3.04) participated. Participants identified 
as Asian (N = 19) or Caucasian (N = 59). All participants were native or proficient English speakers 
with no prior experience playing the RVG (i.e. Choices: Stories You Play). We recruited university students 
in return for 6 pounds.

Procedure

The procedure of Study 2 was similar to our previous studies. After completing the first two chapters 
of the RVG Choices: Stories You Play and questionnaires assessing romantic anthropomorphisms, relation-
ship authenticity, desire for a real- world relationship with the virtual agent, and PA and NA, we invited 
participants to have a short (~5- minute) one- to- one video- recorded conversation with an attractive 
male confederate. Two male confederates were recruited, and their attractiveness ratings were pretested 
in a separate pilot sample. There were no significant differences between Confederate A's (M = 6.84, 
SD = 1.62) and Confederate B's (M = 6.32, SD = 1.46) attractiveness levels, t(76) = 1.49, p = .14. 
The confederate asked the participants to describe their ideal holiday and chatted until 5 minutes had 

F I G U R E  2  Direct and indirect associations between romantic anthropomorphism and desire for a real- world 
relationship with the virtual agent, change in PA and change in NA via relationship authenticity in study 1B. **p < .01
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elapsed. After participants left the interview room, they completed a brief exit questionnaire and were 
debriefed.

Exit questionnaire

Participants were asked two questions when they exited the interview room: ‘To what extent do you 
think the interviewer is attractive?’ and ‘To what extent did you feel comfortable to talk with the in-
terviewer?’ on a 10- point scale (1 = not at all, 10 = very attractive/comfortable). Overall, confederates were 
considered attractive (M = 6.56, SD = 1.56) and the interaction was considered comfortable (M = 7.95, 
SD = 1.67).

Videotapes of the interaction were presented to two coders, blind to the hypotheses of the study. 
The two coders rated ‘How flirtatious was the participant?’ ‘How happy was the participant?’ and ‘How 
relaxed was the participant?’ with a 7- point scale (1 = not at all, 7 = very much). Kappa values from 0.41 
to 0.60 indicate that the two coders had a moderate level of agreement for flirtatious (Kappa = 0.41, 
p < .001), happy (Kappa = 0.44, p < .001) and a fair level of agreement for relaxed (Kappa = 0.39, p < .001). 
Correlation analysis shows that three variables were highly correlated: relaxed and happy (r = .78), re-
laxed and flirtatious (r = .61) and happy and flirtatious (r = .72). Therefore, we combined the items to 
create an overall flirtatiousness score (α = .87).

R ESULTS A ND DISCUSSION

Descriptive statistics, reliability information and correlations among study variables are presented in 
Table 2. The data analytic strategy for our initial mediation models aimed at replicating our prior studies 
was the same as Study 1A/1B (see Figure 3).

Study 2 replicated the results of Study 1A/1B. Romantic anthropomorphism predicted desire for a 
real- world relationship with the virtual agent and change in PA— but not change in NA— via relation-
ship authenticity.

We then examined how romantic anthropomorphism and romantic authenticity might predict 
human- human interactions. To test this parallel mediation model (Hayes, 2018; Model 81), the outcome 
variable for the analysis was subsequent real- world flirtatiousness (as coded by objective observers of 
the videotaped interactions) and the predictor variable was romantic anthropomorphism, romantic au-
thenticity as the first mediator and desire for a real- world relationship with the virtual agent and PA 
change were the second mediators (see Figure 4).

T A B L E  2  Study 2: Descriptive statistics, reliability information and correlations among study variables

Variable M (SD) α

Correlations

1 2 3 4 5

1 Romantic anthropomorphism 5.02 (0.81) .91 — .30** .60** −.03 .02

2 Relationship authenticity 4.82 (1.09) .86 — .60** .32** .10

3 Desire for a real- world VA relationship 4.11 (1.28) .91 — .14 .06

4 Pre– post positive affect −0.13 (0.64) .84 — −.16

5 Pre– post negative affect −0.15 (0.50) .78 — 

Note: N = 78 single women. VA = virtual agent. Continuous scores were calculated such that higher scores indicate greater standing on the 
variable (e.g. greater romantic anthropomorphism). For pre– post positive and negative affect, the α value represents the mean of the αs of the 
pre-  and post- gameplay measures.
*p < .05, **p < .01.
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The results from these latter models are clear; there was no link between perceptions of the virtual 
relationship and subsequent interactions with a male confederate. Despite romantic anthropomorphism 
and relationship authenticity appearing to be robust predictors of desire for a relationship and positive 
emotions across three studies, they failed to predict our real- world outcomes.

INTER NA L META- A NA LYSIS

We combined the three datasets for an internal meta- analysis of multiple mediation models. This new 
dataset contains 243 participants and exceeds the recommended number of participants for a model 
of this complexity (i.e. N = 106; see Tabachnick & Fidell, 2014) and achieved statistical power of 0.99 
(Schoemann et al., 2017). The model is presented in Figure 5.

The internal meta- analysis revealed that, consistent with our individual studies, romantic anthropo-
morphism predicted desire for a real- world relationship with the virtual agent and change in PA— but 
not change in NA— via relationship authenticity. The pattern of this model was also confirmed with 
women who are not in a relationship dataset. Additionally, as an exploratory analysis we conducted a 
reverse mediation model, switching the positions of anthropomorphism and relationship authenticity. 
This reverse mediation model tested the idea that feelings of authenticity encourage anthropomor-
phism, leading to change in PA, NA and desire for a real- world relationship with the virtual agent (see 
Figure 6).

The reverse mediation model did not explain the data as well as our original mediation model. 
Specifically, while the reverse model replicated the effects for desire for a real- world relationship, it 
failed to replicate the effects for PA. In short, the results of the meta- analysis confirm the individual 
findings of each study and provide us with a more robust estimate of the model parameters, as well as 
demonstrate that our initial model best fit the data.

Auxiliary exploratory analysis

In Studies 1A/1B, we had some participants who were single and others who were in a romantic relation-
ship. In Study 2, all participants were single. At the suggestion of an anonymous reviewer, in our dataset 

F I G U R E  3  Direct and indirect associations between romantic anthropomorphism and desire for a real- world 
relationship with the virtual agent, change in PA and change in NA via relationship authenticity in study 2. **p < .01
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combining all three studies we ran auxiliary exploratory analyses testing moderated mediation models 
to examine whether our primary mediation paths varied as a function of participants' relationship sta-
tus (−1 = single, 1 = in a relationship). We ran these models using Model 59 of the PROCESS macro 
for SPSS (Hayes, 2018). Relationship status did not moderate any links in the models. Importantly, all 
primary mediation results remained robust when relationship status was tested. The results of these 
analyses are reported in full in Appendix S1 (see https://bit.ly/3jYNZdA).

GENER A L DISCUSSION

Across three studies and an internal meta- analysis, we examined people's romantic anthropomorphism 
in the context of virtual relationships. The findings regarding relationship experiences were highly 
consistent: greater anthropomorphism of the virtual agent predicted greater relationship authentic-
ity, and this, in turn, robustly predicted desire for a relationship with virtual agent in the real world 
and increased PA. However, we did not find evidence that romantic anthropomorphism, relationship 
authenticity, desire for a real- world relationship with a virtual romantic partner or change in PA were 
associated with behaviour in a subsequent interpersonal human- human interaction.

Prior work has focused heavily on factors that predict the extent to which people anthropomorphize 
others (Bartz et al., 2016; Burgess et al., 2018; Epley et al., 2008). For example, we know that people 
anthropomorphize when they feel lonely (Epley et al., 2008; Eyssel & Reich, 2013; Feng, 2016). Our 
work inverts this traditional approach by moving from what predicts anthropomorphism into what 

F I G U R E  4  Direct and indirect associations between romantic anthropomorphism and desire for a real- world 
relationship with the virtual agent, change in PA, and change in NA, subsequent real- world flirtatiousness via relationship 
authenticity in study 2. *p < .05, **p < .01
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anthropomorphism predicts, showing that judging a target (virtual agent) to be ‘human- like’ is associ-
ated with judging a relationship with that target to feel more ‘real’ and authentic. This additional step 
is sensible from a SEEK model perspective (Epley et al., 2007). For instance, while it is known that 
loneliness predicts greater anthropomorphism (Epley et al., 2008; Eyssel & Reich, 2013; Feng, 2016), it 
is unlikely that simply believing that an entity is human- like will make a person feel less lonely. Rather, 
it is more likely that the relationship afforded by this perceived human- like entity is what reduces loneli-
ness. In this way, our work helps move the literature towards understanding the social consequences of 
anthropomorphism.

The core pathway uncovered across these three studies reveals that romantic anthropomorphism 
is linked with outcomes via relationship authenticity (i.e. people feeling that their connection and re-
lationship with the virtual agent was genuine). This finding suggests that it is not anthropomorphism 
per se— there is no reliable direct link between anthropomorphism and outcomes— but rather how 
anthropomorphism feeds through relationship authenticity that predicts a desire for a real- world rela-
tionship with a virtual agent and positive mood. This result is in some ways unsurprising, as authentic-
ity is known to play an important role in human- human relationship outcomes (Lopez & Rice, 2006; 
Wickham, 2013). Nevertheless, identifying this central mediating variable is an important step in ad-
vancing the literature on anthropomorphism within the social domain.

We hypothesized that single women's romantic anthropomorphism, virtual relationship experiences 
and mood might predict their interactions with a male confederate. We did not find an association 
between playing RVGs and any interactions with real potential partners. The association between 
video game playing and subsequent behaviour is complex. For example, research has shown a link 
between playing violent video games and increased aggressive thoughts and behaviours (e.g. Anderson 
et al., 2010; Calvert et al., 2017; Denson et al., 2020; Greitemeyer & Mügge, 2014). Recently, however, 
several studies have found no causal link between violent video games and subsequent aggression (e.g. 
Ferguson et al., 2020; Przybylski & Weinstein, 2019), or even that increased play can reduce aggression 
(Lee et al., 2021). Given that we saw no evidence that playing romantic video games makes people more 
romantic, our results might align more closely with this second school of thought that there is no ro-
bust link between games and real- world behaviour. One alternative possibility is that our effect failed 
to emerge as a function of the type of game participants played. In all three studies participants played 
a ‘cartoon- like’ video game with largely static, 2D characters (Castaway, Choices). Work on violent video 

F I G U R E  5  Direct and indirect associations between romantic anthropomorphism and desire for a real- world 
relationship with the virtual agent, change in PA and change in NA via relationship authenticity in meta- analysis. **p < .01
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games has robustly shown that realistic violence (e.g. Call of Duty) is more predictive of later aggression 
than unrealistic, ‘cartoon’ violence (e.g. Super Smash Bros., Calvert et al., 2017). If the same relationship 
holds for romantic video games, then more realistic romantic interactions may be more predictive of 
later, real- world romantic behaviour. This possibility awaits future examination.

LIMITATIONS A ND FUTUR E DIR ECTIONS

We recruited women across all studies because the RVGs that we employed primarily target hetero-
sexual women. However, there are certainly a range of RVGs that target men (e.g. LovePlus, Tokimeki 
Memorial ), which warrant further investigation. Prior anthropomorphism work has typically found 
little to no gender differences in anthropomorphism (e.g. Chin et al., 2004); however, it is possible 
that men and women would differ in romantic anthropomorphism and their relationship experiences 
with a virtual agent. Our participants in Study 2 completed their interactions with the confederate in 
a laboratory space. Whilst this facilitated reliable and unobtrusive recording of the interaction, and 
we took care to make the room as comfortable as possible, it is not as realistic as a naturally occurring 
interaction.

Our studies were conducted within- subjects. We adopted this approach as it mirrors the natural ex-
perience of players; they have baseline desires and emotions, which can be altered through gameplay. 
Although we cannot firmly establish causality, the failure of the reverse mediation model to yield similar 
effects to our core model does lend support to a link from anthropomorphism to affect and desire for a 
relationship occurring via relationship authenticity. To more robustly establish the causal relationship be-
tween these variables, future work should manipulate anthropomorphism directly (e.g. Waytz et al., 2010) 
and include a control condition. For instance, we know that certain targets are more likely to be anthropo-
morphized than others— targets which seem human- like in both appearance (Schroeder & Epley, 2016) 
and movement (Morewedge et al., 2007)— and future work could systematically vary the extent to which 
a romantic interest is likely to elicit anthropomorphism. This presents an important future direction for 
this field.

Our studies measured relationship authenticity as a mediating variable. Relationship authenticity 
is close to an existing construct in the human- computers interaction literature called social presence, 

F I G U R E  6  Direct and indirect associations between relationship authenticity and desire for a real- world relationship 
with the virtual agent, change in PA and change in NA via romantic anthropomorphism in meta- analysis. **p < .01
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the feeling that an interaction with a virtual entity is like an interaction with a real person (Short 
et al., 1976). Virtual entities differ in their ability to produce social presence, and anthropomorphism is 
one factor, which increases this experience (Araujo, 2018; Choi et al., 2001; Kang & Watt, 2013; Nowak 
& Biocca, 2003). Importantly, prior work on social presence has been dominated by the study of avatars 
or virtual representations piloted by real people rather than autonomous virtual agents. Future work 
could seek to delineate between a virtual agent's ability to generate social presence versus a more holistic 
judgement that the relationship feels authentic.

We considered some of the individual differences established in the previous literature on anthropo-
morphism (e.g. loneliness, attachment orientations) in auxiliary exploratory analyses (see Appendix S1: 
https://bit.ly/3jYNZdA); however, the results of Study 1A revealed that these measures were unrelated 
to our key variables (e.g. romantic anthropomorphism). However, there may be other individual differ-
ence variables that could play a role in the context of virtual relationships. For example, extraversion 
predicts people's tendency to anthropomorphise robots (Kaplan et al., 2018). The novelty of forming 
relationships with virtual agents may also appeal to individuals scoring higher on openness to experi-
ence. It would be beneficial for future research to examine whether personality traits or other individual 
differences influence whether people engage in romantic anthropomorphism.

We examined romantic anthropomorphism via the medium of RVGs. Due to their interactive na-
ture, romantic games may be particularly good at fostering anthropomorphism and virtual romances. 
Romantic anthropomorphism, however, should not be limited to video games. In Japan, the phenome-
non of developing romantic feelings and attachment towards a virtual character is sufficiently common 
that it has its own label (‘Moe’, 萌え). Importantly, this emotion is frequently experienced with comics 
and animated characters, as well as video games (Matsubara & Sato, 2013). This points to the scope of 
romantic anthropomorphism extending well beyond video games and into other domains containing 
virtual agents.

In our studies, effects consistently emerged for PA but not NA. It may be that building an in- game 
relationship with a virtual agent was an energizing experience for participants (cf. Luke et al., 2012). 
This idea dovetails with prior research demonstrating that feelings of love, connection and romantic 
excitement are often tied to PA in particular (e.g. Dush & Amato, 2005; Laurenceau et al., 2005; Stanton 
et al., 2014). On the other hand, other relationship experiences not explored in the present research (e.g. 
a virtual agent being responsive during times of distress; cf. Birnbaum et al., 2016) may downregulate 
NA. We expect the links between virtual relationships and affect to become clearer as more work is 
done in this area.

CONCLUSION

People want to love and be loved, desires that can now be potentially fulfilled by virtual agents. Our 
work examined whether anthropomorphism plays an unrecognized role in these virtual romances. 
Across three studies, we showed that anthropomorphism predicts relationship experiences with a vir-
tual agent, as well as the desire for real- world virtual agent relationships and positive mood via relation-
ship authenticity. The relationship effects, however, stayed in the virtual domain; virtual romances did 
not predict subsequent real- life romantic interactions. Most romantic relationship research has been 
focused on human- human social domains, and most previous anthropomorphism research has con-
centrated on platonic anthropomorphism. Our research helps to cultivate a new field bridging the gap 
between anthropomorphism and relationship science.
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